Family Devotional Ages 2 – 5 years

Expanding your family’s spiritual journey beyond the walls of the church building

Two People Are Better Than One
God is pleased when we work together, help one another, and talk about
Jesus when we’re together. Choose your friends carefully.
Bible Focus: Two people are better than one. • Choose carefully • Ecclesiastes 4:9-12
Bible Focus: Good Advice • People working together • Proverbs 11:14
Bible Focus: Be a Friend • Comfort and give strength • 1 Thessalonians 5:11

Memory Verse

Jesus wants
to be our
friend!

A friend loves at
all times.

Basic Truth

Proverbs 17: 17a

Fun Application Activity to Support God’s Word

Play
Acting

A GOOD FRIEND: Print Provision cards (see page 2), paper bags or envelopes for each
child/adult, yarn or a jump rope and scissors. Divide the room in half by creating a line using
yarn or jump rope. Designate one side as the "Receiving side, and the other side as the
"Giving" side. Give each person on the giving side a brown paper bag containing several
provision cards. The people on the receiving side of the room will come and pretend to knock
on the doors (hands) of their neighbors on the giving side, and ask for either food or water.
The giving neighbors will look into their bag to see if they have water or food to give them. If
they do, they will give it to them, and then wait for someone else to come and knock. If a
giving neighbor does not have the requested item, they then go and quickly find someone
else who has what the friend wanted. Once found, he or she will return to the same spot to
give his or her waiting friend the food or water requested. After about 5 minutes, switch
sides by letting the givers be receivers and receivers be givers, and start over.
Explain that Jesus once told a parable (a story which teaches us how to act and and live)
about a friend who went to his neighbor to ask for bread. Although his neighbor was already
in bed, the man kept asking. Finally, his neighbor woke up and gave him some bread. Just like
in that parable, you are going to find a neighbor to ask for food or water. Your neighbor will
look inside the bag, and if he or she has what you need, it will be given to you. Put it in your
bag and find another neighbor to ask for more food or water.
Try extending this concept at the dinner table, this week, by asking for different things to be
passed and shared. Where else can we share safely in our households? With our neighbors?
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